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The  Mallotus  genus  comprises  numerous  species  used  as traditional  medicines  in oriental  countries  and
provides  scientists  a broad  basis  in  the  search  for pharmacologically  active  constituents.  In  this  paper,
the cytotoxicity  of  39  Mallotus  extracts,  different  in species,  part of  the  plant  used,  origin,  and  harvest
season,  is evaluated  combining  cytotoxicity  assays  with  fingerprint  technology  and  data  handling  tools.
eywords:
ingerprints
ytotoxicity
ultivariate calibration

ndication of peaks

At first,  the  antiproliferative  activity  of  the  plant  extracts  is  analyzed  both  on a  non-cancerous  cell  line
(WI-38  – human  lung  fibroblast)  and  on a  cancerous  cell  line  (HeLa  human  cervix  carcinoma).  The  results
are linked  to a data  set of  high-performance  liquid  chromatographic  fingerprint  profiles  of  the  samples
using  multivariate  calibration  techniques.  The  regression  coefficients  of the  multivariate  model  are  then
evaluated  to  indicate  those  peaks  potentially  responsible  for  the  cytotoxic  activity  of  the  Mallotus  extracts.

ic  ex
In a final  step,  the  cytotox

. Introduction

For hundreds, even thousands of years, traditional medicines
TM) have been practiced in the larger part of the world for the
revention and treatment of human diseases. To date, up to 80% of
he population in Africa, Latin America and Asia still relies on TM to

eet their primary health care needs because of historical and cul-
ural influences, and their accessibility and affordability compared
o the expensive and scarce allopathic drugs [1,2]. In the developed
ountries, TM and especially herbal derived products have been of
reat importance for the identification and development of numer-
us pharmaceutical compounds [3–5]. However, the interest in TM
oes not remain limited to a source of new constituents, but is also
rowing rapidly because of concerns about the adverse affects of
hemical drugs and the increasing amount of information available
n TM.

The fast growing industry in TM and their gaining importance

n health care systems worldwide require extensive quality control
riteria. Numerous factors, including climate differences, cultiva-
ion conditions, time of harvest and sample process procedures,

� This paper belongs to the Special Issue Chemometrics in Chromatography, Edited
y Pedro Araujo and Bjørn Grung.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +32 2 477 47 34; fax: +32 2 477 47 35.

E-mail address: yvanvdh@vub.ac.be (Y. Vander Heyden).

570-0232/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jchromb.2012.10.001
tracts  are  analyzed  by  HPLC–MS  and  the  indicated  peaks  identified.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

as well as coincidental or deliberate adulterations, may  cause
large variations in active ingredients and require strict regula-
tions to assure the quality of the drug prior to administration
to the patient [6–8]. Even though the first reports on the use
of traditional medicines by ancient health care practitioners are
dated almost 5000 years ago, it was not until 1978 before the
first indication of the need to regulate traditional medicines
was made by the World Health Organization (WHO) [9].  Since
then, many monographs on the quality control of herbal sub-
stances have been published in official pharmacopeias worldwide
allowing quality control, usually based on macroscopic and micro-
scopic techniques and the analyses of single marker compounds
[10,11].

Although the above methods have demonstrated to be useful,
they cannot cope with the quality control standards set nowadays.
The use of marker compounds might not always be suitable due
to the lack of unique chemical compounds and ignores the syner-
gic effects between the constituents of complex biological samples
[12,13]. To counter the uprising problems, the WHO  has introduced
fingerprints analysis as a methodology for the assessment of natu-
ral products [1].  A fingerprint is defined as a characteristic profile
reflecting the complex chemical composition of the sample and

is obtained by chromatographic, spectroscopic or electrophoretic
analysis. The resulting fingerprint profiles can then be used as
unique identification utilities to ensure the quality and authenticity
of the samples. Furthermore, the combination with data analytical

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jchromb.2012.10.001
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/15700232
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/chromb
mailto:yvanvdh@vub.ac.be
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jchromb.2012.10.001
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ools does not only allow the establishment of classification models
or herbal samples taking into account minor differences that may
ot be observed bare-eyed, but additionally may  enable the pre-
iction of important pharmacological activities and the indication
f peaks potentially responsible for a measured activity [14–19].

One of the omnipresent herbal genera in TM is the Mallo-
us genus (family Euphorbiaceae). The genus comprises over 140
pecies of which many are used as traditional medicines in Asia
20]. Over the years, the genus has provided scientists a broad basis
n their research for new pharmacological compounds. Numerous
ublications can be found in the literature about the identifica-
ion and purification of compounds possessing activities as diverse
s antioxidant, hepato-protective, cytotoxic, antimicrobial, anti-
nflammatory and retroviral [21–27].  However, most studies focus
n the analysis of a very limited number of compounds within one
articular species, an approach which is hardly representative for
he complex nature of herbal products.

The focus of the present study is the indication and identi-
cation of compounds responsible for the cytotoxic activity of
9 Mallotus samples based on their entire fingerprint profiles
ecorded by high-performance liquid chromatography coupled to
V detection. The cytotoxic activity on a cancerous cell line (HeLa

 human cervix carcinoma) and a non-cancerous cell line (WI-
8 – human lung fibroblast) is measured by the tetrazolium salt
TT  (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bro-
ide) colorimetric method as described in Refs. [28,29]. Combining

he information on the antiproliferative capacity of the herbal
xtracts with the chromatographic fingerprints allows construc-
ing a multivariate calibration model using Orthogonal Projections
o Latent Structures (O-PLS) [30]. The regression coefficients of the

odel can then be evaluated indicating the peaks important for its
onstruction, i.e. the peaks potentially responsible for the modeled
ctivity [15]. In a final step, LC–MS analyses are performed to ana-
yze and identify the compounds underlying the indicated peaks.

. Theory

Before applying chemometric techniques, the chromatographic
ata needs to be organized in an n × p data matrix X, where the

 objects (herbal samples) constitute the rows and the p variables
time points) the columns.

.1. Data pretreatment

Appropriate pretreatment of the data has a major influence
n the outcome of the chemometric analysis and is considered
o be an absolute prerequisite. In chromatographic fingerprinting,
he alignment or warping of chromatographic data has a particu-
arly important place. Along the time axis, peak shifts may  occur
ue to instrument instability, column aging and small variations

n mobile phase composition. Many techniques have been devel-
ped and amongst them correlation optimized warping (COW)
31–33], dynamic time warping (DTW) [31], parametric time war-
ing (PTW) [33] and fuzzy warping [34] are the most frequently
pplied.

Other frequently used pretreatment techniques include normal-
zation and column centering, both of which were applied in the
resented study. Normalization removes undesired effects caused
y unequal amounts of injected samples. It divides each row, corre-
ponding to a fingerprint, by its norm [35,36]. Additionally, as the

seful information resides in the between-sample variation of the
ariables, column centering is a generally applied preprocessing
ethod. By removing the column mean from each corresponding

lement, a centered variable has a mean of zero.
. B 910 (2012) 103– 113

2.2. Exploratory analysis: Principal Component Analysis

With Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [36,38] latent vari-
ables, called principal components, are defined. They are linear
combinations of the original variables and describe the largest
remaining variation in X. The different PCs are orthogonal and can
be defined until a maximal number of PCs equal to n − 1 (with
n < p) is reached. The projections of the n objects from the original
data space on a PC are the scores on this PC, while the contribu-
tion of each original variable to the PC is reflected by its loading.
Both scores and loadings can be used for exploratory analysis of
the original data. A score plot, representing the scores on two PCs,
gives information regarding the (dis)similarity of the objects, while
a loading plot provides information on the contribution of the orig-
inal variables to the considered PCs.

2.3. Orthogonal Projections to Latent Structures

Orthogonal Projections to Latent Structures (O-PLS) [30,35] is a
modification of the partial least squares (PLS) algorithm [35,37,38]
studying the relationship between an n × p data matrix X and
an n × 1 response vector y. It removes the information that is
not correlated to the response by subtracting orthogonal compo-
nents from the original data. Consequently, the data is split into
two data sets containing the y-relevant information and the y-
orthogonal information. By removing the orthogonal information
from the original data, the model complexity can be reduced to
a single factor, improving the interpretability of the regression
coefficients without compromising the predictive power of the
model.

3. Experimental

3.1. Preparation of the herbal extracts

39 Mallotus samples, belonging to at least 17 different species (5
samples were unidentified), were collected in different Vietnamese
regions (Table 1) and authenticated by Professor Nguyen Nghia Thin
(Hanoi National University, Viet Nam). The samples were different
in the time of harvest, their origin, or the part of the plant that was
used.

To prepare the extracts, 2.5 g crude plant material was  weighed
and extracted three times for 1 h with 25 mL  methanol in an
ultrasonic bath (Branson Ultrasonic Corporation, CT, USA) at a tem-
perature between 40◦ and 50 ◦C. The extract was filtered through
a 240 nm pore size filter paper (Whatman, Hanoi, Viet Nam) and
solvent evaporated at reduced pressure (60 Pa) and elevated tem-
perature (50◦ C). The obtained crude extract was divided over three
sample tubes, i.e. one for the cytotoxicity assay, one for HPLC and
MS analysis, and one as a voucher specimen. The voucher speci-
mens were deposited at the Institute of Natural Products Chemistry,
Hanoi, Viet Nam.

3.2. Cytotoxicity assay

The antiproliferative capacity of the Mallotus extracts was
evaluated on HeLa and WI-38 cell lines using the tetrazolium
MTT  (Sigma–Aldrich, Bornem, Belgium) colorimetric method as
described in Refs. [28,29]. The method is based on the cleavage of
the reagent by succinyl dehydrogenase in viable cells, which is mea-
sured by recording the absorbances of the medium at 570 nm (with
background subtraction at 620 nm)  against a background control

and a positive control. By calculating the difference between the
absorbences at both wavelengths, the value is corrected for non-
specific background interferences. The obtained value is inversed
to the antiproliferative activity of the extract.
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Table 1
The Mallotus samples with their voucher number, species, origin, collection time, used part of the plant and viability of the cancerous (HeLa) and non cancerous (WI-38) cell
lines  incubated with the sample extracts (50 �g/ml). All experiments were performed in triplicate and are shown as the %viability ± SEM (standard error of the mean). The
cytotoxic samples are marked in bold, while the samples of which MS  spectra are available are indicated with *.

Sample number Voucher Species Origin Collection time Part of plant %Viability WI-38 %Viability HeLa

1 01 Mallotus luchenensis Son La July 2006 Leaves 118.0 ± 2.0 62.3 ± 1.4
2 02  Mallotus microcarpus Son La July 2006 Leaves 61.0 ± 4.0 45.3 ± 2.6

3*  03 Mallotus barbatus Son La July 2006 Leaves 64.5 ± 1.0 84.0 ± 1.7
4*  MA07 Mallotus sp1 Van Hoa April 2006 Leaves 14.0 ± 0.7 47.7 ± 1.5
5*  NT01 Mallotus barbatus Hagiang November 2006 Leaves 114.0 ± 1.7 61.1 ± 0.4
6 NT02 Mallotus paniculatus Hagiang November 2006 Leaves 109.3 ± 4.9 61.0 ± 1.4
7 NT03 Mallotus metcalfianus Hagiang November 2006 Leaves 59.3 ± 3.2 82.3 ± 1.2

8* MA01  Mallotus apelta (Ma1) Tam Dao July 2006 Leaves 16.0 ± 0.8 43.0 ± 0.6
9*  MA02 Mallotus apelta (Ma2) Tam Dao December 2006 Leaves 13.0 ± 0.6 50.2 ± 2.0

10*  MA03 Mallotus paniculatus Tam Dao April 2006 Leaves 99.3 ± 2.8 89.0 ± 4.4
11  SP4 Mallotus sp2 Langson March 2006 Leaves 87.0 ± 1.2 69.6 ± 2.6
12 SP5 Mallotus philippinensis Langson March 2006 Leaves 97.3 ± 2.0 71.1 ± 2.8

13*  MA11 Mallotus macrostachyus Langson March 2006 Leaves 13.3 ± 2.0 41.3 ± 0.3
14* MA12  Mallotus microcarpus Quangbinh March 2006 Leaves 24.3 ± 2.6 52.7 ± 1.0
15  MA13 Mallotus pallidus Quangbinh March 2006 Leaves 110.0 ± 1.2 77.7 ± 0.9

16* MA14 Mallotus oblongifolius Quangtri March 2006 Leaves 96.0 ± 2.3 72.0 ± 1.0
17*  MA15 Mallotus floribundus Langson November 2006 Leaves 74.3 ± 1.5 73.8 ± 2.8
18 MA16  Mallotus cuneatus Langson November 2006 Leaves 13.5 ± 1.0 46.7 ± 1.5

19*  MA17 Mallotus cuneatus Quangbinh December 2006 Leaves 61.0 ± 6.0 48.3 ± 1.2
20  MA18 Mallotus sp3 Quang tri December 2006 Leaves 12.8 ± 1.0 43.7 ± 0.7
21  MA19 Mallotus yunnanensis Lang Son November 2006 Leaves 15.3 ± 0.9 61.3 ± 1.8
22  MA20 Mallotus poilanei Ke Bang March 2006 Leaves 61.3 ± 1.5 56.8 ± 1.5
23 MA22 Mallotus hookerianus Dakrong March 2006 Leaves 98.7 ± 2.9 79.3 ± 2.3
24  MA23 Mallotus nanus Daclak March 2006 Leaves 101.0 ± 2.3 67.0 ± 2.6
25 MA24  Mallotus sp4 Daclak March 2006 Leaves 91.0 ± 1.2 86.7 ± 0.9
26  M25  Mallotus oreophilus LaoCai June 2006 Leaves 94.0 ± 2.9 82.7 ± 2.3

27*  MA28 Mallotus philippinensis Cucphuong December 2006 Leaves 103.3 ± 4.3 86.0 ± 2.9
28* MA29 Mallotus barbatus Cucphuong December 2006 Leaves 86.5 ± 1.5 86.3 ± 5.2
29*  MP31L Mallotus paniculatus VQG Pumat September 2006 Leaves 79.3 ± 2.0 76.1 ± 2.2
30* MP32R Mallotus paniculatus VQG Pumat September 2006 Roots 76.8 ± 2.8 73.9 ± 1.6
31*  MP33L Mallotus paniculatus Bach Ma-TTH October 2006 Leaves 84.7 ± 4.3 82.7 ± 0.9
32* MP34R Mallotus paniculatus Bach Ma-TTH October 2006 Roots 96.0 ± 2.1 91.3 ± 0.9
33*  MP35R Mallotus paniculatus Cucphuong December 2006 Roots 77.8 ± 2.9 77.3 ± 2.1
34*  MP36L Mallotus paniculatus Cucphuong December 2006 Leaves 103.7 ± 0.7 85.3 ± 2.2
35* MN37R Mallotus nanus VQG-Bachma May  2006 Roots 93.0 ± 2.3 66.9 ± 0.3
36*  MN37L Mallotus nanus VQG-Bachma May  2006 Leaves 81.0 ± 0.6 74.8 ± 2.0
37* MN39C Mallotus nanus VQG-Bachma May  2006 Bark 87.0 ± 2.6 68.6 ± 0.9
38  M40L Mallotus sp5 VQG Bavi August 2006 Leaves 95.3 ± 4.8 79.3 ± 2.0
39  M41C Mallotus sp6 VQG Bavi August 2006 Bark 90.0 ± 3.5 79.3 ± 1.5
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HeLa and WI-38 cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modi-
ed Eagle’s medium (DMEM, Gibco® BRL, Invitrogen, Antwerp,
elgium) containing l-glutamine, d-glucose and sodium pyruvate,
upplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FBS, Gibco® BRL, Invitro-
en, Antwerp, Belgium) and antibiotics (100 IU penicillin/mL and
00 �g streptomycin/mL). The cells were incubated in a humidi-
ed atmosphere containing 5% CO2. Stock solutions of the extracts
ere prepared at 5 mg/mL  in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma,
ornem, Belgium) and stored at −4 ◦C. Briefly, 5000 HeLa or WI-
8 cells per well were seeded in 100 �L of DMEM with 10% FBS

n 96-well microculture plates for 24 h. After 24 h, the medium
as removed and 200 �L of fresh medium containing 50 �g/mL

xtract were added to each well, while control cells received
resh medium containing analogous DMSO concentrations. Each
oncentration was tested in at least 6 wells. After 72 h incu-
ation, the medium was replaced by 100 �L DMEM containing
0 �L of MTT  solution (3 mg/mL  in PBS). After 45 min, the medium
as removed and 100 �L DMSO was added to each well. The
lates were shaken and the absorbencies were recorded at 570 nm
nd 620 nm on a microplate reader (SpetraMax 190, Sopachem,

chten, The Netherlands) against a background control (100 �L
f pure DMSO) as blank. Camptothecin (25–0.00025 �g/mL)
Sigma–Aldrich, Bornem, Belgium) was used as positive control.
he %viability was expressed as the difference in absorbance at both
wavelengths of the treated cells relative to that of the control cells,
which was  considered as 100% (Eq. (1)):

% viability = AT

ANT
× 100 (1)

where A is the difference in absorbance at both wavelengths for the
control cells (NT) and the treated cells (T). All experiments were
made at least in triplicate and the results were averaged.

3.3. Sample preparation

Samples for HPLC and MS  analysis were prepared diluting
50.0 mg  crude extract in 2.0 mL  methanol. The mixture was shaken
during 15 min  at 250 rpm on a shaking bath (Edmund Bühler,
Hechingen, Germany), filtered through a 2 �m pore size filter
(Schleicher & Schuell, Dassel, Germany) followed by filtration
trough a 25 mm syringe polypropylene membrane with 0.2 �m
pore size (VWR International, Leuven, Belgium).

The recently isolated cytotoxic benzopyrans 6-[1′-oxo-3′(R)-
hydroxy-butyl]-5,7-dimethoxy-2,2-dimethyl-2H-1-benzopyran

(Malloapelta A) and 6-[1′-oxo-3′(R)-methoxy-butyl]-5,7-
dimethoxy-2,2-dimethyl-2H-1-benzopyran (Malloapelta B)
[24] were provided by the Institute of Natural Products Chemistry
(Vietnamese Academy of Science and Technology, Hanoi, Viet
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Prior to chemometric treatment of the data, the fingerprints are
aligned by correlation optimized warping to correct for retention
time shifts. Additionally, normalization followed by column cen-
tering is applied to evaluate the between-sample variation of the
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am). For the standards 1.0 mg  was weighed and dissolved in
0.0 mL  methanol. Then, the same procedure as for the crude
xtracts was followed.

.4. HPLC

.4.1. Equipment, chemicals and reagents
The experiments were performed on an Agilent HPLC system

Waldbronn, Germany) equipped with an auto sampler, vacuum
egasser, quaternary pump, column oven and a variable wave-

ength UV detector. The stationary phase consisted of two coupled
hromolithTM Performance RP-18e (100 mm × 4.6 mm I.D.) with

 Chromolith guard column RP-18e (5 mm × 4.6 mm I.D.) pur-
hased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). HPLC grade acetonitrile
Fisher Scientific, Leicestershire, UK), trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)
Sigma–Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany), and MilliQ water obtained
rom a MilliQ water purification system (Millipore, Bedford, MA)
ere used to prepare the mobile phases. All solvents were degassed
uring 15 min  on an ultrasonic bath (Branson Ultrasonic Corpo-
ation, Danbury, CT) prior to analysis. The data acquisition and
rocessing was done with Chemstation for LC (Agilent).

.4.2. Chromatographic conditions
The chromatographic conditions developed in Ref. [34] were

pplied. The mobile phase consisted of (A) 0.05% TFA in MilliQ
ater, and (B) 0.05% TFA in ACN. Gradient elution was  applied. The

radient program for the two coupled ChromolithTM Performance
P-18e with guard column was 5–20% B in 0–25 min, 20–95% B

n 25–50 min  and 95% B in the 50–60 min  interval. Furthermore,
he column temperature was 25 ◦C, the flow rate 1.0 mL/min, the
njection volume 10 �L, and the detection wavelength 254 nm.

.5. LC–MS

All experiments were executed on an Alliance HPLC (Waters,
ilford, MA,  USA) equipped with an auto sampler and column oven.
S-detection was  conducted using an ion trap LCQ-advantage sys-

em (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,  USA) equipped with
n APCI interface. All MS  analyses were performed with a mass
recision of 0.5 atomic mass units (amu). The MS  acquisitions were
erformed in both positive and negative atmospheric pressure ion-

zation modes.
The following APCI inlet conditions were used. Nitrogen was

sed both as a nebulizing gas at 450 ◦C with an arbitrary flow of
0, and as a drying gas at 450 ◦C with an arbitrary flow of 30. The
apillary temperature was set at 200 ◦C. In the positive mode, the
apillary voltage was set to 26 V, the source voltage to 6 kV and the
ource current to 5 �A. In the negative mode, the capillary voltage
as set to −4 V, the source voltage to 4.5 kV and the source current

o 80 �A. In both modes 25 V of collision energy was applied.

.6. Data analysis

Computations were performed on a PC with an Intel Core 2 Duo
6750 processor containing 2 gigabyte RAM and running Microsoft
indows XP Pro and MatlabTM 7.1 (The Mathworks, Natick, MA).

ll data analyses were performed using m-files written for Matlab
.1.

. Results and discussion

.1. Cytotoxicity assay
The samples are arbitrarily divided into three different cate-
ories based on the %viability of the cell lines. Extracts resulting
n a %viability < 30 are considered highly cytotoxic, samples with
. B 910 (2012) 103– 113

%viability between 30 and 60 are intermediately cytotoxic, and
samples with %viability > 60 do not demonstrate cytotoxic activity.
The results (Table 1) show eight samples to possess high cyto-
toxic activity against the non-cancerous WI-38 cell line, while all
other samples are not active. None of the samples presents high
antiproliferative activity against the cancerous HeLa cell line, but
ten samples are determined having intermediate activity. When
comparing the antiproliferative capacities toward both cell lines,
the WI-38 cells are more sensitive than HeLa. Of  the 39 samples,
eight Mallotus extracts seem to be promising for the search of cyto-
toxic compounds. The eight samples belong to following species:
Mallotus apelta (MA01 and MA02), Mallotus macrostachyus (MA11),
Mallotus microcarpus (MA12), Mallotus cuneatus (MA16), Mallotus
yunnanensis (MA19), and two  Mallotus samples of unknown species
(MA07 and MA18). Additionally, the IC50 of the positive control
camptothecin was  determined to be 0.7 �M for WI-38 and 0.5 �M
for HeLa. For the standard compound Malloapelta B, isolated and
purified from the leaves of M. apelta,  the IC50 was  determined to be
13 �M.

4.2. Evaluation of the cytotoxic activity based on HPLC fingerprint
profiles

HPLC fingerprints of the 39 Mallotus samples have been opti-
mized and developed as described in Ref. [38]. Because of the
diversity of the samples, belonging to at least 17 different Mallo-
tus species, harvested in different geographic regions, in different
seasons (Table 1), the fingerprints are very different (Fig. 1).

In the following sections, the recorded fingerprints are linked
to the cytotoxic activity by O-PLS. A calibration model for
the cytotoxic activity as a function of the fingerprints is con-
structed. By studying the regression coefficients of the resulting
model, the peaks important for the cytotoxic activity of the
samples can be indicated and, in a next step, identified by, e.g.
LC–MS. Prior to the construction of the model, the chromatographic
data is preprocessed and an exploratory analysis is performed.

4.2.1. Data preprocessing
0   10 20 30 40 50 60
Time (min)

Fig. 1. 60 min  fingerprints of the Mallotus extracts on the coupled ChromolithTM

Performance RP-18e columns demonstrating the diversity of the samples.
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les. The available a priori information on the species, part of the plant used, the
ngerprint profiles, combined with the proximity on the score plot resulted in the
istinction of five subgroups used to develop a warping solution for the data set.

ariables and to remove undesired effects due to unequal concen-
rations in the injected sample, respectively.

Because of the great divergence in the fingerprints of the dif-
erent Mallotus species, peak alignment turned out to be far from
vident. Since no diode array detector (DAD) or mass spectrometry
MS) data were available for all samples, a strategy to align the fin-
erprints was  developed based on the available MS spectra (Table 1

 marked with *) and the clustering tendency of the samples as visu-
lized by Principal Component Analysis. In a first step, all samples
elonging to the same species are organized in groups and aligned.
ext, all available a priori information on the species, the part of

he plant used and the fingerprint profiles were combined with the
roximity on the PC1–PC2 score plot of the unaligned data. This
esulted in the distinction of five subgroups (Fig. 2): group (�) con-
isting of M.  apelta and an unknown sample, group (�) consisting of

allotus nanus samples, group (�) consisting of Mallotus panicula-

us and two unknown samples, and groups (×) and (∗) based on the
imilarity of the fingerprint profiles. To align the samples, the corre-
ation coefficients between the fingerprints within each group are
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determined and the sample with the highest average correlation
coefficient is selected as the target profile for COW. Finally, the indi-
vidually aligned groups are recombined and a final warping solu-
tion was  constructed. During the entire strategy, the alignment is
carefully monitored using the available MS  spectra to avoid the mis-
matching of compounds. To evaluate whether or not changes to the
interpretation of the data occur by the time consuming alignment
procedure, the exploratory analysis and the construction of the
model are performed for both the unaligned and aligned data sets.

4.2.2. Exploratory analysis: Principal Component Analysis
To verify whether groups of samples, occasionally with simi-

lar cytotoxic activity, could be distinguished, Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) is applied on the normalized and centered data for
both the unaligned and aligned fingerprints (Fig. 3). When exam-
ining the PC1–PC2 score plot of the unaligned fingerprints (Fig. 3a),
the samples with cytotoxic activity (marked in bold) are not densely
clustered. However, the combined information on the proximity of
the samples on the score plot, the fingerprint profiles, and the a
priori knowledge on the species with the cytotoxic activity, allows
the assumption that Mallotus sp1 (sample 4) can be identified as M.
apelta since similar fingerprints are obtained for its nearest neigh-
bors (samples 8 and 9), which are M.  apelta samples with similar
cytotoxic activity. Furthermore, the unidentified samples Mallotus
sp5 and Mallotus sp6 (samples 38 and 39) most probably belong to
M. paniculatus based on their similarity with the M.  paniculatus clus-
ter (samples 6–10–29–30–31–32–33–34). Similar conclusions are
obtained when evaluating the PC1–PC2 score plot of the aligned
fingerprints (Fig. 3b), no additional or diverging information is
observed.

4.2.3. Indication of the potentially cytotoxic compounds
To indicate the peaks with cytotoxic activity, the O-PLS model

was constructed, relating the fingerprints to the cytotoxic activ-
ity. Because of the limited number of samples and as the model is
not intended for the prediction of new samples, the data was not
split into calibration and validation sets. The multivariate models
are optimized following a leave-one-out cross validation procedure

and their abilities to predict the cytotoxic activity of the avail-
able samples, and thus accurately indicate the peaks of interest, is
evaluated prior to analyzing the regression coefficients and per-
forming LC–MS experiments to identify the indicated peaks. The
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Table 2
The multivariate models for the non-cancerous cell line (WI-38) prior (model 1) and after (model 2) leaving out the badly predicted cytotoxic samples (MA11, MA12, MA16,
MA18  and MA19). Only the cytotoxic samples are shown.

Model 1 Model 2

#Factors RMSECV RMSE #Factors RMSECV RMSE
Unaligned 1 (1) 25.8 23.6 1 (1) 13.7 19.0

Samples (measured) Prediction Prediction

MA07 (14.0) −8.9 22.2
MA01  (16.0) −10.1 18.5
MA02  (13.0) −13.4 19.2
MA11  (13.3) 51.3 –
MA12  (24.3) 70.3 –
MA16  (13.5) 40.4 –
MA18  (12.8) 70.1 –
MA19  (15.3) 45.4 –

Model 1 Model 2

# Factors RMSECV RMSE #Factors RMSECV RMSE
Aligned 1 (1) 26.1 24.1 1 (1) 14.2 19.1

Samples (measured) Prediction Prediction

MA07 (14.0) −5.2 23.9
MA01 (16.0) −6.1 20.3
MA02 (13.0) −9.4 21.0
MA11 (13.3) 51.9 –
MA12 (24.3) 69.3 –
MA16 (13.5) 46.2 –
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MA18 (12.8) 68.7 

MA19 (15.3) 47.4 

eaks corresponding to potentially cytotoxic compounds are indi-
ated by negative peaks in the regression coefficients plot since a
trong antiproliferative activity corresponds to a low viability of
he cell lines.

For both cell lines and for both the unaligned and aligned
ngerprints, model optimization resulted in the removal of one
rthogonal PLS component. Alignment of the fingerprints resulted
n small changes of the root mean squared error of cross vali-
ation (RMSECV) and the root mean squared error (RMSE). While
he modeling of the cancerous HeLa cell line resulted in acceptable
rediction errors of 9.4% (unaligned) and 9.5% (aligned), the mod-
ls for the non-cancerous cell line resulted in high prediction errors
f 23.6% (unaligned) and 24.1% (aligned) (Table 2). A closer look at
he prediction of the samples of interest reveals close approxima-
ions between the predicted and the experimental values for the
ancerous cell line. However, for the non-cancerous cell line sub-
tantial deviations between both values are observed. Of the eight
ytotoxic samples, samples MA11, MA12, MA16, MA18 and MA19
re predicted to have far less cytotoxic activity than experimentally
etermined. Only samples MA01, MA02 and MA07 are considered
s highly cytotoxic by the model, but the predicted values exceed
he experimental ones. For all models, none of the samples without
xperimental cytotoxic activity was predicted as cytotoxic.

Because of the largely deviating prediction of the antiprolifer-
tive activity against the non-cancerous cell line, the decision is
ade to eliminate samples MA11, MA12, MA16, MA18 and MA19

or the indication of the cytotoxic peaks and repeat the calcula-
ions. For both the unaligned and aligned fingerprints, optimization
f the new model resulted in the removal of one orthogonal PLS
omponent, while the alignment resulted in only small changes in
he RMSECV (13.7% against 14.2%) and RMSE (19.0% against 19.1%).
hese results are a considerable improvement to the RMSECV and
MSE of the models with the five samples included. Additionally,

he prediction of samples MA01, MA02 and MA07 is much more
ccurate (Table 4). Hence, the regression coefficients of the lat-
er obtained models are also considered for evaluation. One should
ote that for the cancerous cell line, the models obtained without
–
–

samples MA11, MA12, MA16, MA18 and MA19 are similar to the
model with all samples included. All the above discussed results
are summarized in Tables 2 (non-cancerous WI-38) and 3 (cancer-
ous HeLa).

4.2.3.1. Regression coefficients. Despite the inaccurate predictions
for five out of eight highly active samples on the non-cancerous
cell line, no apparent reason for the deviating results was found.
Consequently, the samples were not removed for the data but their
reliability was questioned. This implied that the indication of the
potentially cytotoxic compounds was  evaluated by eight different
models from two  cell lines, prior and after alignment, built with 34
or 39 samples. Besides the indication of the potentially cytotoxic
compounds, the influence of aligning such complex and diverse
fingerprints for the indication of compounds of interest is dis-
cussed. Afterwards, within each cell line, the models obtained with
34 and 39 samples are compared, carefully monitoring the differ-
ences between the estimated regression coefficients and evaluating
potential causes.

The regression coefficients prior and after alignment, for both
cell lines, are evaluated first. Based on the full data for the non-
cancerous cell line, evaluation of the O-PLS regression coefficients
of the unaligned fingerprints results in the indication of six poten-
tially cytotoxic peaks (38.5, 39.3, 42.5, 49.0, 49.8 and 54.5 min) in
the fingerprints. The indicated peaks are found to be identical to
those indicated by the model built with the aligned fingerprints tak-
ing into account small fluctuations in the retention times because
of the alignment procedure (Fig. 4a). For the cancerous cell line, the
evaluation of the regression coefficients prior and after alignment
resulted in the indication of some peaks already indicated for the
non-cancerous cell line. Again six peaks (38.5, 42.5, 49.0, 49.8, 53.1
and 54.5 min) were observed with negative regression coefficients
(Fig. 4b). When comparing the results of the four models, seven dif-

ferent peaks are indicated of which five are found from every model
(38.5, 42.5, 49.0, 49.8 and 54.5 min). The peak at 39.3 min  is only
indicated from the non-cancerous model and that at 53.1 min  only
from the cancerous model. The latter results may  indicate selective
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Table 3
The multivariate models for the cancerous cell line (HeLa) prior (model 1) and after (model 2) leaving out the badly predicted cytotoxic samples (MA11, MA12, MA16, MA18
and  MA19). Only the cytotoxic samples are shown.

Model 1 Model 2

#Factors RMSECV RMSE #Factors RMSECV RMSE
Unaligned 1 (1) 11.1 9.4 1 (1) 9.9 10.0

Samples (measured) Prediction Prediction

MA07 (47.7) 42.8 46.4
MA01  (43.0) 43.0 45.7
MA02 (50.2) 41.1 44.8
MA11 (41.3) 51.5 –
MA12  (52.7) 62.0 –
MA16  (46.7) 50.2 –
MA18  (43.7) 62.7 –
MA19  (61.3) 55.1 –

Model 1 Model 2

#Factors RMSECV RMSE #Factors RMSECV RMSE
Aligned 1 (1) 10.7 9.5 1 (1) 9.7 10.0

Samples (measured) Prediction Prediction

MA07 (47.7) 45.0 48.5
MA01  (43.0) 43.0 48.0
MA02  (50.2) 41.1 47.1
MA11  (41.3) 51.5 –
MA12  (52.7) 62.0 –
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MA16 (46.7) 50.2 

MA18  (43.7) 62.7 

MA19  (61.3) 55.1 

ytotoxicity of the indicated compounds against non-cancerous or
ancerous cells, respectively.

Additionally, as the predictions of the cytotoxic activity of sam-
les MA11, MA12, MA16, MA18 and MA19 for the non-cancerous
ell line are significantly different from the experimental results,
hese samples were removed from modeling. The models were
ebuilt for both cell lines to compare both cytotoxic experiments.
imilar to the results of the full data, no major differences are
bserved between the regression coefficients obtained prior and
fter alignment. However, less peaks are indicated: for the non-

ancerous cell line two peaks remain indicated (38.5 and 42.5 min),
hile for the cancerous cell line three peaks are (38.5, 42.5 and

3.1 min).
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Fig. 4. The O-PLS regression coefficients prior and after alignment of the
–
–
–

Evaluation of the different models (Table 4) leads to the indi-
cation of identical chromatographic peaks (38.5 and 42.5 min)
for samples MA01, MA02 and MA07. Furthermore, for the non-
cancerous cell line, the peaks indicated at 39.3, 49.0, 49.8 and
54.5 min  correspond to compounds present in samples MA11,
MA12, MA16, MA18 and MA19. This is consistent with the indi-
cated peaks from the model on the reduced data set: removing
the five samples results in the disappearance of the correspond-
ing coefficient peaks. A similar situation occurs with the cancerous
cell line data: the peaks at 49.0, 49.8 and 54.5 min  correspond

to compounds present in the five removed samples. Hence, they
are not indicated by the regression coefficients when modeling
the reduced data set. However, one should note the indication of
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 fingerprints for the non-cancerous (a) and cancerous (b) cell lines.
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Table 4
Indicated peaks for the non-cancerous (WI-38) and cancerous (HeLa) cell lines prior
and after alignment by COW. The peaks marked with an * are also observed in the
models based on the reduced data set (leaving out samples MA11, MA12, MA16,
MA18 and MA19).

WI-38 HeLa

Unaligned Aligned Unaligned Aligned

38.5* 38.5* 38.5* 38.5*
39.3  39.5 – –
42.5*  42.7* 42.5* 42.7*
49.0  48.9 49.0 48.9
49.8  49.8 49.8 49.8

– – 53.1* 53.0*

t
i
s
l
c
t
(

the full data set as well as with the reduced data.
Fig. 5 visualizes the indication and identification of the peaks

F
n

54.5  54.4 54.5 54.4

he peak at 53.1 min. Although the corresponding compound was
dentified in sample MA11, after removal of the sample the model
till indicates a regression coefficient peak for the cancerous cell
ine. A closer look at the fingerprints reveals the presence of a
orresponding chromatographic peak in sample MA22 (uniden-

ified Mallotus sample), a sample with low cytotoxic activity
67.0%).
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ig. 5. Indication of the identified and unknown compounds. The fingerprints of the M
on-cancerous and (b) cancerous cell lines.
. B 910 (2012) 103– 113

4.2.4. Identification of the indicated cytotoxic compounds
As no differences are observed between the peaks indicated

prior and after alignment of the data, the discussed results use the
regression coefficients from the unaligned fingerprints.

Once the peaks of interest are indicated based on the regression
coefficients of the models, identification is performed by LC–MS. All
MS  analyses are performed in both the positive and negative modes.
Because of the presence of TFA as additive, many of the analyzed
compounds are bound to TFA in the MS  spectra when analyzing
in the negative mode, causing a difference of +113 amu. During
analyses in the positive mode, this problem does not occur. In the
negative mode, all reported values in this paper are corrected for
the addition of TFA to avoid confusion. As for the non-cancerous cell
line, the peaks indicated at 39.3, 49.0 and 54.5 min  correspond to
chromatographic peaks present in the samples with inaccurate pre-
diction of the cytotoxic activity, the reliability of the indication of
these samples is questioned (Section 4.2.3). Nonetheless, the sam-
ples are analyzed by LC–MS and the results reported for the eight
cytotoxic samples against the regression coefficients obtained with
of interest for the samples presenting cytotoxic activity against
the non-cancerous (Fig. 5a) and cancerous cell lines (Fig. 5b),
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espectively. The following sections briefly describe the results of
he LC–MS analyses of the eight cytotoxic samples and discuss
he indicated (un)identified compounds. More information can be
ound in Table 5.

.2.4.1. Identified compounds. Analysis of the indicated chromato-

raphic peaks of the cytotoxic samples resulted in the identification
f two known compounds, i.e. Malloapelta A and Malloapelta

 (Figs. 5 and 6). Both compounds are present in the three M.
pelta samples (MA01, MA02 and MA07) and elute at 38.5 min  and

able 5
esults from the LC–MS analysis for the cytotoxic samples. Compounds detected in the ne
he  corresponding mass values are put between brackets.

Retention time (min) Cell line MA07 MA01 M

38.5 WI38 HeLa Malloapelta A (307+) Malloapelta A (307+) M
39.3  HeLa 

42.5  WI38 HeLa Malloapelta B (321+) Malloapelta B (321+) M
49.0  HeLa 

49.8  HeLa 

53.1  HeLa 

54.5  HeLa E (607+) E (607+) E
inued).

42.5 min, respectively. The compounds are identified by LC–MS
in the positive mode at m/z 301 [M+H]+ and m/z  321 [M+H]+

respectively, which is in accordance to the findings of Ref. [22]
describing both compounds. The indicated antiproliferative activ-
ity toward both cell lines is confirmed based on earlier reports on
the cytotoxic activity of the purified compounds [22,23]. Consid-

ering the proven cytotoxic activity of the compounds and the M.
apelta species, it is not surprising to find both compounds indicated
by the regression coefficients of all models, regardless the cell line
considered.

gative mode are marked with − , compounds detected in the positive mode with +.

A02 MA11 MA12 MA16 MA18 MA19

alloapelta A (307+)
A (389+)

alloapelta B (321+)
B (711+)

C (466+)
D (275+)

 (607+) E (607+) E (607+) E (607+) E (607+) E (607+)
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ig. 6. Structure of the standard compounds Malloapelta A (1) and Malloapelta B
2).

.2.4.2. Unidentified compounds. When considering the unidenti-
ed compounds, differences are found between the models. A grand
otal of five unidentified peaks are indicated at 39.3, 49.0, 49.8, 53.1
nd 54.5 min. The negative regressions coefficients correspond to
ompound A from sample MA19 eluting at 39.3 min, compound B
rom sample MA16 eluting at 49.0 min, and compounds C, D and

 from sample MA11 at 49.8, 53.1 and 54.5 min, respectively. For
A12, MA16, MA18 and MA19, compound E (54.4 min) is also iden-

ified.
Based on the above described results, structure elucidation and

urification of the unidentified compounds might lead to interest-
ng new cytotoxic molecules. Especially compounds A and D may
e interesting as they demonstrate selective cytotoxic activities:
ompound A is only indicated for the non-cancerous cell line, while
ompound D is only active against the cancerous cell line. However,
ne should be careful when considering compound D. Although the
ompound was identified in sample MA11, removal of the sample
rom the cancerous model still indicated a regression coefficient
eak at the same retention time corresponding to a chromato-
raphic peak of the slightly cytotoxic sample MA22. If it turns out
hat the sample also contains compound D, it presents at best low
ytotoxic activity and may  not be interesting for further analysis.
nfortunately, no MS  data on this sample is available neither can a

iterature study provide an outcome as the sample is unidentified.

. Conclusions

To indicate and identify the compounds potentially responsi-
le for the antiproliferative activity of some Mallotus species, HPLC
ngerprints of 39 samples are developed and the antiproliferative
apacity of the samples against non-cancerous (WI-38) and can-
erous (HeLa) cell lines is evaluated. Prior to the construction of
ultivariate calibration models, the fingerprints are aligned based

n a warping strategy combining correlation optimized warping
ith the knowledge retrieved from an exploratory analysis and

rom the LC–MS spectra.
Then, multivariate models for the cytotoxic activity from the

naligned and aligned fingerprints are constructed by Orthogonal
rojections to Latent Structures for both cell lines. The regression
oefficients are studied to indicate the peaks potentially responsi-
le for the activity. For both cell lines, no differences are found to

ndicate the peaks of interest prior and after alignment of the finger-
rints. Additionally, the model for the activity on the non-cancerous
ell line results in large differences between the predicted and
xperimental values for five out of eight highly active samples.
he inaccurate prediction of these samples has led to question-
ng the reliability of the obtained regression coefficients. Therefore,
hese samples are excluded from the data set and the calculations

epeated. The indication of the interesting peaks from both the full
nd reduced data sets as well as the unaligned and aligned data is
valuated. The unaligned and aligned data sets result in the indi-
ation of the same peaks, while the differences in the indicated

[
[
[

[
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peaks between the full and reduced data sets correspond to the
chromatographic peaks observed in the removed fingerprints.

LC–MS analyses of the indicated peaks identify Malloapelta A
and Malloapelta B as cytotoxic compounds against both cell lines,
an observation that is confirmed from the literature. Furthermore,
five unknown but potentially interesting compounds are observed
underlying the indicated peaks. Especially compounds A and D
prove to be interesting as they demonstrate selective cytotoxic
activities: compound A is only indicated for the non-cancerous cell
line, while compound D is only active against the cancerous cell line.
Structure elucidation and purification of these compounds might
lead to interesting new cytotoxic molecules.
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